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The Dangers of Artificial Intelligence

There is no denying that artificial intelligence (AI) has been broadly impactful in making our
day-to-day lives more accessible and efficient; however, AI poses serious and probable

dangers as it advances. Therefore, current and future developers of AI must fully
understand their systems by becoming aware of the potential risks involved before

development can continue.
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Job Loss
AI systems work at much more consistent and fixed rates
than humans; therefore, there is increasing human job loss
with AI taking over. Lower to middle-class jobs are
especially subject to these changes, leaving many minority
individuals vulnerable. It is predicted that from now till 2025,
eighty-five million jobs will be lost to AI. 

Social Manipulation
An example of this can be viewed through the social media
platform TikTok, whose calculated algorithms have been
known to project political persuasion and propaganda,
distributing harmful and inaccurate information to the
public. Another damaging feature of AI is called "deep
fakes," which allows individuals to replace a video or image
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of a person with a picture of another person. Overall, AI
gives bad actors further access to spread misleading
information.

Invasion of Privacy
The creation of AI has made it possible to track and analyze
an individual’s every move. CCTV cameras are everywhere,
and online algorithms can determine who you are. A great
example of this can be shown throughout China’s use of
facial recognition technology in schools, offices, and other
means. Unfortunately, this invasion of privacy can quickly
turn into social oppression.

Stay tuned for next week's newsletter, where BCSI Investigations Inc. will be releasing part
two on The Dangers of Artificial Intelligence .
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